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Abstract
Many biological networks grow under strong spatial constraints, where the large-scale structure emerges from the extension, the
branching and intersection of growing parts of the network. One example is provided by ant tunnelling networks, which represent the most
common nest architecture in ants. Our goal was to understand how these network structures emerge from the tunnel growth dynamics. We
used a standardized two-dimensional set-up shaped as a disk and studied the characteristics of tunnel growth in terms of initiation,
propagation and termination of new digging sites and found that they can be described with simple probabilistic laws. We show that a
model based on these simple laws and for which parameters were measured from the sand disks experiments can account for the emergence
of several topological properties that were observed in experimental networks. In particular, the model accurately reproduced an allometric
relation between the number of edges and the number of nodes, as well as an invariance of the node degree distribution. The model was then
used to make predictions about the resulting networks’ topology when the geometry of the sand substrate was shaped as a square.
Experiments aimed at testing the model’s predictions showed that the predictions were indeed validated. Both in the model and in the
experiments, there was a similar trend for the node degree distribution tail to be steeper in the square sand patch than in the disk sand patch,
while other characteristics such as the meshedness (i.e. how densely the network is internally connected) remained constant. Because
network growth based on branching/fusion events is widespread in biological systems, this general model might provide useful insights for
the study of other systems and, more generally, the evolution of spatial networks in biological systems.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many species of ants build their nest by excavation. A
typical underground nest structure is composed of a large
number of chambers interconnected by a network of
galleries (Brian, 1983; Cerdan, 1989; Délye, 1971; Frisch,
1975; Rasse, 1999; Thomé, 1972). Despite the functional
importance of these structures, there only exist a few
detailed descriptions and quantitative studies of subterranean networks built in natural conditions (Cassill et al.,
2002; Mikheyev and Tschinkel, 2004; Tschinkel, 1987,
2004). Excavations and plaster casts of ant nests have
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revealed that while they are built with the same basic
elements, ant nests exhibit species-speciﬁc patterns in the
way galleries and chambers are organized. In particular,
nests show large variations in their branching pattern,
whether they are composed of only one vertical shaft
connecting one or few chambers (Tschinkel, 2003), several
branched shafts (Mikheyev and Tschinkel, 2004) or a
mesh-like pattern of interconnected galleries (Cassill et al.,
2002). It seems these variations may be correlated with
colony size: the greater the number of individuals in a
colony, the greater the amount of branching and the
complexity of the nest (Cassill et al., 2002).
Structure often affects function. One important question
is whether a colony’s efﬁcient performance of certain tasks
depends on the topological organization of the network
structures it inhabits. For example, is there any relationship between the spatial organization of a network of
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galleries and its efﬁciency with regards to the trafﬁc of ants
inside the nest or its robustness against disruptions that
may occur in the network? Since networks are the result of
growth processes, a second major question is to understand
which underlying mechanisms may account for the
emergence of the network structures.
There is currently little information about tunnel
growth, with the exception of studies involving isolated
workers. It has been shown that in the presence of moist
sand in laboratory conditions, isolated workers from
various species readily excavate tunnels using similar
behaviours (Sudd, 1969). There exist inter-speciﬁc differences as regards several characteristics of the tunnelling
patterns built by isolated individuals. Some species, such as
Formica lemani, exhibit a preference to excavate vertically
oriented tunnels while others, such as Lasius niger, do not;
lateral branching (initiations of new tunnels along an
existing tunnel wall) occurs frequently in some species but
seldom in others (Sudd, 1970a). Though Sudd never
observed how lateral branching is initiated, he showed
that isolated workers of Lasius niger often dig not only at
the front but also on the wall of the tunnels, while workers
of Formica lemani focused their digging activity nearly
exclusively at the front (Sudd, 1970b). Such differences in
digging behaviour may partly account for the architectural
differences observed in the nests built by these two species.
However, as mentioned by Sudd (1975), ‘‘further levels
might concern the interaction of ants with one another, or
the interaction of tunnels to form more complex structures’’.
The former question has been the topic of a few studies that
have shown a tendency for an ant to dig at places where
other ants have previously dug (Imamura, 1982; Rasse,
1999; Sudd, 1971). Such ampliﬁcation processes may play an
important role in the organization of the collective digging
activity (Buhl et al., 2005; Rasse, 1999; Rasse and
Deneubourg, 2001). The present paper mainly addresses
the latter question. It focuses on the characteristics of tunnel
growth and how they can account for the topological
properties of the networks at a large scale.
We shall consider the structure of tunnelling networks as
a discrete set of interconnected segments of tunnels and will
thus describe it by a graph. Graph theory has recently
proved to be a powerful tool to characterize complex
network topologies in social, economical, biological and
technological systems (Albert and Barabasi, 2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003; Solé et al., 2002).
We studied the growth of tunnelling networks that are
produced by workers of the ant Messor sancta in a
standardized two-dimensional set-up. In these conditions,
the structures are not submitted to strong heterogeneities in
the environment and it is possible to quantify the growth
dynamics. This set-up enabled us to study under wellcontrolled laboratory conditions:
(1) The topology of gallery networks by spatial and graph
analysis. As we had access to the complete growth
history of these networks, the experimental set-up

represented a unique opportunity to understand how a
particular network topology emerges in the course of
growth processes.
(2) The growth characteristics of the tunnels, such as the
initiations of new tunnels and their trajectory characteristics (orientation and speed of the tunnel front).
We then developed a model in which the rules of tunnel
growth characterizing tunnel initiation, propagation and
termination were implemented according to the parameters
measured in the experiments. The set of tunnel growth
rules used in this model was sufﬁcient to reproduce the
topological properties of the networks observed in the
experiments. The model was further validated by comparing its predictions to a new set of experiments when using a
set-up where sand was shaped as a square rather than as a
disk.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study species and experimental set-up
We used six colonies of Messor sancta collected in SouthWestern France (Narbonne). All colonies were composed
of workers (population range: 2000–5000) and brood. M.
sancta is a Mediterranean granivorous ant that excavates
large nests in sandy grounds. Though never studied in
detail, the nest is believed to be structured in two
components: a vertical component, connecting superﬁcial
to deep chambers by long, non or rarely branched vertical
shafts, the deepest chambers reaching several metres depth,
and a horizontal component in the form of a large
superﬁcial horizontal network of tunnels, sometimes
forming a mesh-like pattern, interconnecting several
chambers that can be empty, ﬁlled with seeds or refuse
material (Cerdan, 1989).
The general experimental set-up consisted of a ﬂat layer
of sand 5 mm in height that was used as digging substrate.
There were two experimental groups: in the ﬁrst, the sand
was shaped as a disk 20 cm in diameter (N ¼ 19); in the
second, the sand was shaped as a square 17.7 cm in sides
(N ¼ 9). Hence, the sand area was the same in both groups
(314 cm2).
We used brusselian sand (a yellow sand of a very ﬁne and
homogeneous granularity) that was poured in a mould and
moistened by spraying water (25 ml). The mould was then
removed and the disk sand patch covered by a glass plate
(25 cm  25 cm). To prevent ants from escaping, an arena
(diameter 50 cm) with a wall coated with Fluon GP2s was
placed around the disk sand patch. Each experiment lasted
3 days and began with the random dispersal of a group of
200 ants around the piece of sand.
The set-up was videotaped from above during the 72 h of
experiment in a time-lapse mode at a frequency of 2 s
every 20 min with a high-resolution digital camera (SONY
DCR-VX1000E) (Fig. 1). Though the initiation of the
digging activity on the periphery of the sand patch may
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seem somewhat artiﬁcial in comparison to the natural
conditions in which ant nests are excavated, it represents
one of the best solutions to present ants with a
homogeneous sand wall that has also a large enough
perimeter so that it does not constrains the number of
tunnels initiated.
The data were acquired on video frames with image
analysis software that allowed the identiﬁcation of network
components. For each sequence in the group of experiments performed with a disk sand patch, we kept 1 frame
every 20 min (N ¼ 217) to analyse the tunnel growth. In the
group of experiments performed with a squared disk, the
analysis was performed on the last frame in order to get the
topology of the ﬁnal network.
2.2. Graph topology and spatial analysis
For each frame, we considered the network as an
embedded planar graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ (Nishizeki and Chiba,
1988), where V is a set of n nodes characterized by their
(x,y) position, label and diameter, and E a set of m edges
that link pairs of nodes and characterized by their width
and length (Fig. 2).
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In the tunnel growth analysis, a label was assigned
according to the way the node was constructed. A
‘‘peripheral germ’’ corresponds to the initiation of a new
tunnel on the periphery of the sand patch. If the new tunnel
starts at a position where no other tunnel has been
previously built, then a ‘‘peripheral node’’ is added to the
network structure. ‘‘Lateral germs’’ correspond to the
initiation of new tunnels inside the sand patch. If a lateral
germ does not emerge at the position of an existing node,
then a ‘‘lateral node’’ is added to the network. From these
germs, the emerging new tunnels are characterized by a
‘‘front node’’, corresponding to the location of the digging
site, and an edge connecting the front node to the node
from which it emerged. The edge thus corresponds to the
space occupied by the tunnel.
A connected component represents a subset of the graph
G, in which there exists at least one path between each pair
of nodes of this subset. To determine whether a network
was composed of a main connected component or
fragmented into several ones, we computed the ratio
between the number of nodes in the largest connected
component nl and the total number of nodes n in the
network. We will hereafter refer to this ratio as the relative

Fig. 1. Example of a gallery pattern produced by 200 ants over 3 days. At the beginning of an experiment, ants are dispersed around the sand patch and
can only start to dig from the periphery. After a few hours, several galleries are initiated by groups of workers. These galleries extend inside the sand patch
and frequently branch. At the end of the excavation process, after 72 h, the network obtained is the result of the extension, branching and fusing of the
tunnels.

Fig. 2. Example of a graph abstraction produced from the pictures of the same experiment as in Fig. 1. At 6 h, the network is only composed of isolated
growing galleries. In the graph, each gallery is represented by a peripheral node at the initiation point of the gallery, and a front node where the gallery is
expanding. The two nodes are connected by an edge. At 12 and 36 h, the networks take a more complex form. Some tunnels have already merged with
other ones, and lateral branching occurs along existing galleries (two examples are shown with a black arrow). At 72 h, the tunnelling activity has almost
stopped, and the network obtained is the result of a complex combination between initiations, branching and intersections of galleries.
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size of the largest connected component (Vl/V). For all the
following topological measures, the analysis was only
performed on the largest connected component.
The allometric relation between the number of edges m
and the number of nodes n was estimated by performing a
linear regression on the log–log transformation of the data,
and the exponent value of the power law was given by the
value of the regression coefﬁcient. Note that the relation
between m and n is linear when the exponent value is not
signiﬁcantly different from the theoretical value of 1 (see
Zar, 1999). The degree k of a node corresponds to the
number of edges connected to it. To analyse the node
degree distributions, we used the inverse cumulative
distribution.
According the Euler formula, the number of internal
faces (i.e. regions bounded by the edges, excluding the
external face, which corresponds to the inﬁnitely large
region extending in the periphery) associated with any
planar graph is f ¼ m  n þ 1. For such graphs mp3n  6
and consequently the maximal number of faces is f max ¼
2n  5. We can thus compute a normalized ‘‘meshedness
coefﬁcient’’ M ¼ f =f max (Buhl et al., 2004b), where M can
vary from zero (tree structure) to one (complete planar
graph with all possible edges that do not produce
intersections).
All statistical tests were done with SPSS 11.0 for
Windows. The T3 Dunnet test was used for post-hoc
comparisons with a ¼ 0:05. To characterize the log-normal
distributions, we use the parameters m =s , corresponding
to geometric mean m , and the multiplicative standard
deviation s* (see Limpert et al., 2001).
3. Statistical quantiﬁcation of the tunnel growth
3.1. Initiation of peripheral germs

described by the following equation:


dGp
Gp
¼ Pg G max 1 
,
dt
G max

where Gp represents the number of peripheral germs and Pg
the probability for a peripheral germ to be initiated. It thus
comes that
Gp ðtÞ=G max ¼ 1  ePg t ,

3.2. Initiation of lateral germs
In all experiments, we studied the evolution over time of
the total length of the network and of the number of lateral
germs. We tested the hypothesis that the rate of initiation
of lateral germs (Gl) is proportional to the total length L of
the network and a constant probability Pl:
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To simplify, we will focus on the ﬁrst 48 h of the
experiments, where the length was growing in a linear way:
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(2)

Gmax was estimated by the mean number of peripheral
germs observed at the end of the experiments (Gmax ¼
17.79 76.6 SD). We validated this relation on all
experiments by performing a linear regression (R2 ¼ 0:97;
Pg ¼ 0.0011 min1; Fig. 3a) on the linearised form of
relation (2). Therefore, we will assume, in our model, the
initiation of peripheral germs with a constant probability
Pg ¼ 0.0011 min1, in the small time approximation.
To study the position of the peripheral germs on the
periphery of the sand patch, we analysed the angular
distance between the positions of each consecutive peripheral germ. We compared this distribution with the one
obtained when 18 peripheral germs (corresponding to the
rounded value of Gmax) were distributed randomly around
the sand patch (N ¼ 50 000 simulations). The experimental
distribution was similar to the theoretical distribution
generated by a random dispersal (Fig. 3b).

dGl =dt ¼ Pl L.
In all experiments, we studied the evolution over time of
the number of peripheral germs. The number of peripheral
germs increased with a maximal rate at the beginning of the
experiments and reached a plateau after 3 days. This can be

(1)

1000
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Time (min)

4000
(b)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Angular interval between
two adjactent peripheral germs (°)

Fig. 3. (a) Regression test performed on the mean dynamics of the cumulative number of peripheral germs following Eq. (2). (b) Distribution of angular
intervals between peripheral germs in the experiments (open circles) and in simulations of random dispersal of 18 nodes along the periphery of the sand
patch (closed circles and black curve).
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centre of the edges (remaining length o3 cm in 135/200
events). However, when the remaining length was large
enough (X3 cm) to allow more freedom in the location of
the germ, it appeared that its relative position was not
signiﬁcantly different from a homogeneous distribution
along the parent edge (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test: N ¼ 65,
Z ¼ 1:123, p ¼ 0:161; Fig. 4b).

The constant a ¼ 0.56 mm min1 was estimated by a linear
regression between the mean total length of tunnels and
time during the ﬁrst 48 h of the experiments (R2 ¼ 0:95).
Coupling Eq. (3) and (4), it thus comes that
Pl 2
L ðtÞ.
(5)
2a
This relationship (Eq. (5)) was tested in the experiments by
a nonlinear regression test for a power law on all pairs
(N ¼ 4123) of number of lateral germs Gl(t) and total
length L(t) (R2 ¼ 0:9; exponent l ¼ 2.04171.53.103 SE;
Pl/2a ¼ 4.693.10473.8.105 SE; see Fig. 4a). Therefore,
we will assume that there exists a constant probability
per unit of time and network length Pl ¼ 5.26 
106 mm1 min1 for a lateral germ to be initiated inside
the sand patch.
There were two types of lateral germs: some were
initiated along the walls of the tunnels, and thus lead to the
formation of new lateral nodes, while some took place at
intersections between tunnels, which lead to the emergence
of new front nodes connected to the nodes already existing
at these intersections. The mean proportion of lateral
initiations taking place on an edge was Pn ¼ 0.689 (ratio
between the mean number of lateral initiations on an edge
and the mean total number of lateral initiations, 13.5/19.6).
To study the position of the lateral nodes along an edge
(parent edge), we analysed the distribution of the relative
position of the centre of the lateral nodes between the
centres of the two nodes (parent nodes) that bounded the
parent edge (N ¼ 200, we excluded cases in which the new
tunnel immediately collided with an existing one). This
relative position was computed as the ratio between the
distance to the nearest parent node and the sum of the
distances to both parent nodes. In addition, we measured
the remaining length as the sum of the length of the two
daughter edges (i.e. the edges linking the two parent nodes
to the lateral node), but excluding the length covered
within the radius of the nodes. Most of the lateral nodes
were created on short parent edges, so that their relative
position was strongly constrained to be located near the
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3.3. Initial orientation of the tunnels
In a sample of 10 experiments with the sand patch, we
computed the angle formed between the direction of the
ﬁrst 2 cm of the tunnels growing from peripheral germs and
the normal vector to the sand patch (N ¼ 117 observations). The distribution of orientation of peripheral germs
was Gaussian (Fig. 5a) with a mean value a ¼ 1.31 (very
close to the normal vector) and a standard deviation
s ¼ 8.44 (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, N ¼ 117, Z ¼ 0:697,
p ¼ 0:716). Since we could only quantify accurately the
orientation of peripheral germs, we will make two
assumptions regarding the other types of tunnel initiations:
ﬁrst, we will assume that ants always initiate their tunnel
with respect to a sand wall, i.e. in a perpendicular way
irrespective of whether the sand wall is on the periphery of
the disk or part of an existing tunnel (edge), which is
supported by our qualitative observations. In the case of
initiations taking place on existing nodes, we did not
observe any particular pattern and will assume that they
take place randomly around the node.
3.4. Growth speed of the tunnels
To determine the mean growth speed of a tunnel, we
measured the average distance over which a front node had
moved between two frames. The data was ﬁltered so that
only front nodes moving during at least 3 frames were
considered (N ¼ 210). The distribution was log-normal
with a geometric mean value S* ¼ 0.062 mm/min  / 1.51
(  / indicates the multiplicative standard deviation, as
Relative position to the nearest
extremity of the parent edge

Number of lateral germs Gl (t)

G l ðtÞ ¼

50
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(b)

0.6
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0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0
20 40 60 80 100 120
Remaining length of the parent edge
after a lateral germ initiation (mm)

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental and predicted relationship (see Eq. (6)) between the number of lateral germs G l ðtÞ and the total length of the network LðtÞ
observed at a given time t. (b) Relative position of a lateral node along the parent edge as a function of the remaining length of the gallery at both side the
newly created lateral node. Most of lateral nodes appeared around the middle of the parent edge, but with nearly no remaining length of tunnels. When the
remaining length of the gallery was long enough to provide a certain degree of freedom in the position of the lateral node (e.g. 430 mm), its relative
position appeared to be homogeneously distributed along the parent edge.
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Fig. 5. (a) Distribution of the angles formed between the initial orientation of a new tunnel initiated at the periphery and the normal to the periphery of
the sand patch. (b) Distribution of the extension speed of the galleries.
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Fig. 6. (a) Distribution of the node diameters. (b) Box-plot (median and quartiles) showing the relation between the diameter and the degree of nodes.

described by Limpert et al. (2001); Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test performed on log(S), N ¼ 210, Z ¼ 1:21, p ¼ 0:11;
Fig. 5b).

while it reached D(8) ¼ 42.32 mm for nodes having the
largest node degree k ¼ 8.
4. Model description

3.5. Diameter of the nodes
A previous study has shown that the node diameter is
positively correlated to its degree (Buhl et al., 2004a). To
analyse the diameter of the nodes, following the methods
used in our previous study, vertex diameter was estimated
by ﬁtting a circle on the excavated space on the
experimental picture, all the nodes forming dead-ends
being excluded (peripheral and front nodes). The distribution of node diameter D in each experiment appeared to be
log-normal (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for a Gaussian
distribution performed on log(D), p40:05 in all experiments; Fig. 6a). The diameter D(k) of the nodes of node
degree k was positively correlated with k (rs ¼ 0:522;
N ¼ 558; po0:001; Fig. 6b). The skewedness of the
distribution of node diameters thus partly results from
the fact that the node diameter increases with the node
degree. At the simple T shaped intersections (node degree
k ¼ 3) the median node diameter was D(3) ¼ 10.36 mm,

We developed a spatially explicit model entirely based on
the preceding experimental quantiﬁcation (Table 1), that is,
all parameters were estimated only from the data for the
disk sand patch. In our model, a simulated network was
described as a graph in the same way as in the experiments.
The time unit was set to 1 min and a simulation ended
when the total network length had reached a value
randomly chosen in the Gaussian distribution of total
network length L ¼ 1723 mm (7533 SD) observed in the
experiments. Our choice to stop simulations at a particular
network length rather than time was motivated by previous
work on the regulation of tunnelling activity: (1) It has
been shown that Messor sancta ants regulate tunnelling
activity with network size and stop digging at a well deﬁned
size that is proportional to the number of ants (Buhl
et al., 2005); (2) Stopping runs with this network length
criterion resulted in simulations of 58.3 h (729.6 SD) on
average, which is a timescale consistent with our previous
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Table 1
Model parameters and values. Mean7SD are given when the parameter was used to generate a random number from a Gaussian distribution
Param

Value

Units

Description

L
Gmax
Pg
Pl
Pn
a7s
D3
S*

17237533
18
0.0011
5.26  106
0.69
078.44
10.36
0.062

mm
—
min1
mm1 min1
—
degrees
mm
mm min1

Total network length
Total number of peripheral germs
Probability to initiate a peripheral germ
Probability to initiate a lateral germ
Probability for a lateral germ to appear on an edge
Angle formed between the tunnel and the perpendicular to the periphery of the sand patch or the edge
Initial node diameter
Tunnel growth speed

observation that digging activity stops during the third day
(Buhl et al., 2005).
4.1. Initiation of new tunnels
Similarly to the experiments, a tunnel initiation corresponds to a front node that moves with the tunnel
extension. This node is connected to the node where the
initiation took place by a new edge. We considered two
types of tunnel initiations resulting from peripheral or
lateral germs.
(i) Initiation of peripheral germs: at the beginning of a
simulation, a number of Gmax potential peripheral germs
with diameter Dn are created at random positions on the
periphery of the sand patch (but with no overlapping
between nodes). Each peripheral germ can then start to
grow at each time unit according to the probability Pg.
(ii) Initiation of lateral germs: At each time step, a lateral
germ can be initiated randomly along the edges with a
probability Pl per unit of time and network length. When a
lateral germ is created, it has a probability Pn to emerge
from an edge; otherwise it will emerge from a previously
existing node.





Initiation from an edge: the edge is selected among all
edges with a probability that is proportional to its
length. A new lateral node is then created at a random
position along the selected edge.
Initiation from an existing node: the node is selected at
random among all existing nodes.

4.2. Tunnel progression
Both peripheral germs and lateral germs emerging from
an edge start with an angle b with respect to the tangent to
the periphery of the sand patch or the edge, respectively.
This angle is generated from a Gaussian distribution
characterized by a mean a and a standard deviation s.a
corresponds to the direction of the normal vector to the
periphery of the sand patch (for a peripheral germ) or the
perpendicular to the edge where initiation took place (for a
lateral germ initiated on an edge). In the case of the lateral
germs that emerge from an existing node, the orientation of

the new tunnel front is ﬁxed to a random angle b chosen in
a uniform distribution [0,2P[.
At each time step, all front nodes progress with a
constant speed S* and keep their orientation constant.
4.3. Rules of collision
The growth of a tunnel ends when it intersects with
another element, namely another edge, node or the
periphery of the sand patch (see appendix for details).
5. Comparison of the model predictions with the
experimental results
To compare the model predictions with the experimental
results, the simulations were run in a disk (N ¼ 5000) and a
square geometry (N ¼ 5000) corresponding to those used
in experiments.
5.1. Basic characteristics
Both experimental and simulated networks in disk and
square environment could comprise several connected
components (Fig. 7). However, the largest connected
component always included the vast majority of vertices
(over 80%, see Table 2), while the other connected
components were most frequently isolated galleries (2
vertices and 1 edge or small trees), which were initiated
from the periphery and never merged with other galleries.
A Kruskal–Wallis test showed a signiﬁcant variation
between groups (experiments and simulations in each sand
patch geometry; see Table 2) for most of the basic
characteristics, but post-hoc comparisons (T3 Dunnet test)
revealed that for all measures excepted the number of
connected components, the only signiﬁcant differences
occurred between the two simulation groups, i.e. the disk
and square environment. The number of nodes (n), edges
(m), faces (f) and mean node degree (/kS) were all slightly
higher in the square than in the disk simulation. A similar
tendency appeared also in the experiments, but was nonsigniﬁcant maybe due to the lower number of replicates
and the high variability of these measures. The number of
connected components (nC) was signiﬁcantly lower in the
simulations with the square sand patch than in the
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Fig. 7. Examples of networks obtained with a disk and a square sand patch geometry shown for the experiments and the model. The upper line shows
examples of dense networks while the lower shows examples of sparse networks.

Table 2
Basic characteristics of the graphs obtained in experimental and simulated networks (nC: number of connected components; Vl/V: relative size of the
largest connected component, corresponding to the ratio between the number of nodes contained in the largest connected component and the total number
of nodes in the network; n: number of nodes; m: number of edges; /kS: mean node degree; f: number of faces; M: meshedness coefﬁcient; e: allometric
exponent in the relation between the number of edges and the number of nodes; x: skewedness parameter in the exponential decay of the tail of the node
degree distribution. Statistics corresponds to the Kruskal-Wallis test;7represents SD for all mean values, except for slope estimates e and x where it
represents SE
nC

V l =V

n

m

/kS

f

M

e

x

Disk
Exp.
Sim.

3.9570.56
2.6070.03

0.8370.11
0.8870.23

51.2722.0
45.4720.4

63.5731.3
57.7731.2

2.4070.26
2.3970.36

13.4710.3
13.3711.4

0.12270.06
0.12370.07

1.1670.037
1.2270.001

0.9870.04
1.0270.03

Square
Exp.
Sim.
w2
p

1.6770.8
1.8470.03
891.8
o0.001

0.8770.15
0.8970.21
35.3
o0.001

71.8729.3
49.3721.2
38.7
o0.001

89.9740.7
62.59732.4
11.2
0.011

2.4570.19
2.4170.33
25.2
o0.001

19.11712.2
14.2711.8
17.1
0.001

0.12770.04
0.12370.07
0.115
0.99

1.1070.041
1.2170.001
—
—

0.7370.09
0.8570.02
—
—

simulations and experiments with the disk sand patch.
There was a similar but non-signiﬁcant trend for the
experiments with the square sand patch to have a lower
number of connected components than in the disk sand
patch geometry.
5.2. Allometric relation between edges and nodes
Though the mean size of the network exhibited
variability and changed between disk and square simula-

tion, the increase of the number of edges with the number
of nodes was well characterized by an invariant allometric
law with an exponent e signiﬁcantly higher than 1 in all
groups (Table 2; the test against slope e ¼ 1 gave po0.05
for all groups). In each sand patch geometry, disk or
square, the model reproduced very well this characteristic
of experimental networks (Fig. 8). Given the Euler
formula, the rate at which the number of edges increases
with the number of nodes has direct consequences on the
formation of faces and the degree of meshedness in
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Fig. 8. Allometric relation between the number of edges m and the number of nodes n shown by the log-log representation of the data in the disk (a) and
the square geometry (b). Both in experiments (open symbols) and simulations (grey closed symbols), the relation between m and n is a power law with an
exponent value higher than 1 (see text and Table 2).
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Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution of the node degrees k (mean7SD) for the
disk and the square geometry in experiments and simulations. The semilogarithmic representation of the distributions (inset) reveals an exponential decay of the distribution tails.

networks. Whatever the group, the meshedness coefﬁcient
did not vary signiﬁcantly and appeared to be a clear
invariant of the network topology that the model did
reproduce accurately (Table 2).
5.3. Effect of the sand patch geometry on the node degree
distributions
In both the experiments and the model, the node degree
distributions had a similar shape whatever the geometry of
the sand patch (Fig. 9). The distribution tails were short
and were well approximated by an exponential decay of the
form PðkÞek=x , where x is a constant that represents the
skewedness of the tail. In the disk, the model reproduced
particularly well the distribution tail observed in the
experiments, with very close values for the x parameter.
The effect of the sand patch geometry appeared similar in
experiments and simulations: the skewedness (x) of the
distribution tail is slightly lower in the square than in the
disk geometry. This effect may be due to the fact that the
disk geometry favours the convergence of the peripheral

In this work, we have characterized the growth dynamics
of tunnelling networks dug by groups of ants. In the
experiments with a disk sand patch, we have shown that
the initiation of new tunnels can be described by two
constant probabilities, whether the tunnels were initiated
on the periphery or during branching events inside the sand
patch. This statistical quantiﬁcation of the network growth
events allowed us to build a model of tunnel growth based
on a few parameters and this model was able to reproduce
the main topological characteristics of the networks that
we observed in our experiments. In particular, we have
shown that several topological invariants observed in the
experiments, such as the allometric relation between edges
and nodes, the degree of meshedness and the shape of the
node degree distribution can emerge from a simple process
of tunnel growth in a ﬁnite space.
Our model was entirely based on rules that were
statistically quantiﬁed in the standardized conditions of
the disk geometry. We then studied the effect of changing
the sand patch geometry from a disk to square of
equivalent surface. In the model, this resulted in an
invariance of the meshedness coefﬁcient but also a trend
for the node degree distribution to be slightly less skewed.
This trend probably results from the fact that the disk sand
patch tends to concentrate more tunnels toward the centre
of the set-up than the square does, resulting in more
frequent high node degrees in the former. Another effect of
the sand patch geometry was a decrease in the number of
connected components in the square sand patch in
comparison with the disk sand patch; the origin of this
effect remain an open question.
Experiments aiming at validating the model predictions
yielded similar results. Further validations may consist in
studying how the topological properties change when
tunnels start to grow from a single initiation point at the
centre of a sand patch and extend toward the periphery.
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This would be a relevant issue regarding the morphogenesis
of a nest in natural conditions since this mode of network
expansion has been observed in the superﬁcial part of the
nest of the ant Pogonomyrmex badius (Tschinkel, 2004).
The model could be easily extended to this situation by
replacing the peripheral initiations by tunnels emerging
directly from a single central node, while keeping the same
rules of initiations for lateral branching.
The nests built by many ant species in natural conditions
exhibit a particular vertical proﬁle, called ‘‘top-heavy’’,
that corresponds to an exponential decay of the density of
nest elements with respect to depth (Mikheyev and
Tschinkel, 2004; Tschinkel, 2003, 2004). This pattern might
reﬂect changes in the composition of the soil with respect to
depth, but the invariance of the relation whatever the nest
size and maximal depth suggests that it results from other
factors (Mikheyev and Tschinkel, 2004; Tschinkel, 2004).
One of the predictions of the model, in particular its lateral
branching rule, is that the oldest parts of a network should
be the more branched. An application of our model in a
geometry where an initial gallery starts from the surface
and extends downward and vertically, which can then
branch through lateral initiations, may thus reproduce a
similar vertical density pattern as the one observed in
natural nests.
Branching processes may account for several invariant
properties in network structures such as subterranean ant
nests. It may also help to understand inter-speciﬁc
differences in nest structure. A next step will be to study
the sensitivity of topological properties to the parameter
values in our model and to determine whether it is possible
to generate very different forms of networks when the same
rules are used but their parameter values are changed.
Moreover, we chose to focus our study on an intermediate
level of observation, where tunnels represented the basic
unit of modelling rather than individual ants; the link
between the probabilities of tunnel initiations and the ants’
individual behaviour and interactions remains to be
studied. The model assumes initiations of tunnels that are
independent of each other, as well as independent and
equal activity at every front node, but this apparent
independence is more likely to reﬂect the complex outcome
of interactions among many individuals. For example, it
has been suggested that interplay between recruitment
processes, interactions between ants (such as overcrowding) and their densities at digging sites might have a critical
role in the initiation of new tunnels and branching events
(Rasse, 1999). Therefore, further detailed analysis of
tunnelling behaviour will be required to determine what
are the key factors in ant behaviour that inﬂuence tunnel
initiation and growth.
There has been a large number of studies addressing
graph growth by modelling events of recombination or
‘‘attachment’’ between nodes (Albert and Barabasi, 2002;
Bollobas, 1985; Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003; Erdös and
Rényi, 1959; Watts, 1999). In these models, nodes exist
independently of edges. The network growth results mainly

from the creation and removal of edges which do not
represent constructed elements but rather interactions.
These models have constituted a useful theoretical background to study the origin of the topology of several real
world networks such as networks of social and molecular
interactions, or some technological networks where nodes
exist independently from edges. However, no model of
graph growth has yet taken into account a widespread
phenomenon observed in many natural networks: that the
growth of elements that correspond to ‘‘edges’’ can
contribute to the emergence of nodes by the occurrence
of branching and fusing events. This is the case of
tunnelling networks in the subterranean nests of many
ants (Cassill et al., 2002; Mikheyev and Tschinkel, 2004;
Tschinkel, 2003, 2004) and termites (Grassé, 1984), the
foraging tunnel systems of many termites (Darlington,
1982; Grassé, 1984; Lys and Leuthold, 1991) and of some
subterranean rodents, such as mole-rats (Davies and Jarvis,
1986; Jarvis and Sale, 1971; Le Comber et al., 2002). This is
also the growth mode of some fungal networks (Boddy
et al., 1999), leaf vascular networks (Couder et al., 2002) or
crack patterns (Allain and Limat, 1995; Aström and
Timonen, 1997).
Though there exist well established paradigms to study
the branching pattern of pure tree-networks, namely the
Horton–Strahler method (Horton, 1945; Strahler, 1957)
and its variants (Dodds and Rothman, 2000a–c; Turcotte
et al., 1998), these methods cannot be applied to networks
where cycles1 are formed. It has been suggested that the
formation of cycles in branching patterns, frequently
observed in biological networks, may have important
functional properties. Indeed, it has been recently shown
(Buhl et al., 2004b) that the meshedness of ant tunnelling
networks is correlated with efﬁciency (in term of minimization of detours in the path system) and robustness (in
terms of disconnections). Remarkably, the observed ant
tunnelling networks correspond to a particular topological
class characterized by a combination of low costs (in terms
of network length) with high efﬁciency and robustness
(Buhl et al., 2004b). The exploration of simple network
growth models such as the one we have presented in this
paper will allow determination of the parameter regions
where such advantageous characteristics can be obtained.
More generally, the methodology based on the use of
embedded graphs to quantify network growth rules may be
useful to study the topology and geometry of other
networks where the structure results from the extension
of branching and fusing elements.
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Appendix. Rules of collision
Consider an active front i and any other node j of the
graph. dij is the Euclidian distance between the centres of
the nodes i and j. Di and Dj are the diameters of the node i
and j respectively.
(1) Collision between nodes: if d ij oðDi =2Þ þ ðDj =2Þ, the
node i has merged with the node j and is suppressed.
The edge connected to i becomes connected to j. As a
consequence of the merging of i on j, the new surface of
the node j becomes S jþi p
¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sj þ pðDi =2Þ2 and its new
diameter is thus Djþi ¼ 2 Sjþ1 =p.
(2) Collision with an edge: A front node collides with an
edge if the Euclidian distance between the centre of
node i and its orthogonal projection h on the edge is
lower than D. The node i takes the position h and takes
the internal type. The collided edge is segmented into
two new edges connected to this new node and to one
of the extremities of the previous edge.
(3) Collision with the periphery of the sand patch: if the
front node i arrives at a position on the periphery of the
sand patch, its growth is stopped. The node i becomes
an external node with a diameter D.
Merging between stopped nodes
Two nodes merge if they overlap. Consider two nodes i
and j with their respective diameter Di and Dj and dij the
Euclidian distance between their centres. If dijo(Di+2)/
(Dj+2) and DioDj, the node i has merged in the node j and
is suppressed. All edges connected to i thus become
connected to j.
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